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Introduction

Research software (as defined by Gruenpeter et al., 2021) plays a crucial role in science by
supporting, processing or delivering results in most scientific areas, including geosciences
(Peckham et al., 2013), computational biology (Prlić et al., 2012), and high-energy physics (The
HEP Software Foundation et al., 2020). The FAIR1 (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable) Guiding Principles for scientific data management (Wilkinson et al., 2016) stimulated
the definition of FAIR principles for research software, which are referred to as the FAIR4RS
Principles (Chue Hong et al., 2022). The FAIR4RS Principles are important for the research
community as they consider the specific characteristics of software — such as its executability,
composite nature,  continuous evolution and versioning.

The provision of adoption guidelines will help implement the FAIR4RS Principles. The FAIR4RS
Working Group formed subgroups to address milestones (as contained in the case statement),
including a subgroup on adoption guidelines, FAIR4RS Subgroup 5. This document provides an
overview of the resources identified and reviewed by this subgroup, along with an analysis of
gaps, in order to facilitate the adoption of the FAIR4RS Principles. Emerging resources or
projects are also documented, and suggestions are made on how to further advance this area.

We expect this survey and gap analysis will be useful to a range of stakeholders seeking
resources on how to implement the FAIR4RS Principles, including members of the Research
Software Engineering (RSE) and research data management communities, as well as funding
bodies, editorial boards of journals and conferences, and research institutions.

Summary of resources
A list of 30+ online resources have been identified and curated by the FAIR4RS Subgroup 5:
Adoption Guidelines (Martinez et al., 2022). These resources are available in the Supplementary
materials, and the list is open for additions by the community. This list reflects the wide
spectrum of global contributions supporting the implementation of the FAIR Principles,
particularly regarding research software. This list is a snapshot of currently available resources,
although we expect that new resources will become available in the future and that the
contents of the current list will evolve. It is important to note that most of these resources
precede the definition of the FAIR4RS Principles; however, these still support their
implementation. The resources were manually collected, analyzed, and categorized according to
their type: guidelines, tools, metadata schemas and registries/repositories. For each resource
detail is also provided on which of the FAIR4RS Principles that the resource supports.

1 FAIR stands for findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability and does cover explicitly aspects related to
openness, reproducibility, transparency, interpretability, good software development practices or software quality.
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Most of the resources fall into the guidelines category and can be further split into two groups:
(i) those tailored to FAIR4RS, i.e., focusing on the principles and some steps that can be taken in
order to achieve them, and (ii) those covering broader aspects around research software,
including development cycle, good practices, and quality. In the latter group, FAIR might not be
explicitly mentioned but some FAIR4RS aspects are still covered as part of the best practices for
research software, e.g., assigning unique identifiers to releases or including citation information.

The second most common category is tools. Some of these resources extend beyond the
implementation of FAIR4RS, for example, focusing exclusively on citation (e.g., formalizing
citation formats). Others cover different aspects of the FAIR4RS Principles, either via checklists
or (semi)automated means. Many of these tools identify and extract metadata from a code
repository while others help create and validate citation files. Software citation is a common
theme among the guidelines and tools gathered by the group, which reflects the growing
interest in acknowledging scientific software contributions.

The third group is metadata schemas, with only three resources, which are designed to
formalize software metadata at different levels of granularity or domain requirements. Two of
the schemas are aligned to Schema.org, a community-based project promoting schemas for
structured metadata, and the third is FAIRsharing where people can find and add metadata
standards.

The fourth category includes both software registries and repositories. Although these
resources may not directly mention the FAIR4RS Principles, they are fundamental for software
findability (indeed, the fourth element of F refers to the software metadata being registered or
indexed in a searchable resource) and they also commonly offer elements that are related to
e.g., unique identification, rich metadata, citation and search functionality.

Data collection
This subgroup initiated a crowdsourcing effort to identify relevant resources. All members had
the opportunity to provide and describe existing FAIR research software guidelines and tools.
During the first two months of the subgroup operation in 2021, subgroup participants (referred
to as data providers) added resources to an online spreadsheet. Data providers were
encouraged to list resources that they were aware of, authored, or were supported by their
institutions. Subsequently, the subgroup organized virtual calls to discuss the resources, their
descriptions and the categorization. Over the next two months each data provider added
descriptions to resources they were familiar with. This meant that some resources gained
descriptions from different data providers. Before the completion of the list, the subgroup leads
checked the list and cleaned it (removing items that lacked information or providing
complementary information). The resulting list, as contained in the Supplementary material, is
the first crowdsourced list of its type.
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Alignment with the FAIR4RS principles
Most of the resources address Findability, with assignment of persistent identifiers and release
versioning being the areas of the FAIR4RS principles guidance is most often given. Some
guidelines and tools include deposition or archiving in registries, which is related to F4
“Software is registered or indexed in a searchable resource”. The Accessibility principle best
covered by the resources is A2 “Metadata are accessible, even when software is no longer
available”. Interoperability aspects are mostly covered by recommendations regarding
requirements, dependencies, testing, and commonly used formats. However, coverage of
Interoperability is among the lowest, with less than a third of resources including information
related to this. Resources regarding Reusability commonly refer to adding licenses and citation
(part of the provenance) information.

Licensing and citation of software has been encouraged in recent years by initiatives arising
from the FORCE11 Software Citation Working Group. Judging by the number of resources that
explicitly mention licensing and citation, good progress has been made in this area. In summary,
this is how the FAIR4RS Principles are addressed in the collected resources:

● Findability: Usually emphasize the use of a persistent identifier, metadata, and release
versioning.

● Accessibility: Mostly focus on deposition or archiving in registries.
● Interoperability: Only a few resources focus on areas such as dependencies, testing and

interchangeable metadata.
● Reusability: Commonly refer to using licenses and adding citation information.

Gaps

Most of the aforementioned resources date from before the FAIR4RS initiative and do not cover
all aspects of the FAIR4RS Principles. This sub group identified the following gaps where
resources are lacking, and where potential community efforts can contribute towards guidance,
training, and tools.

Finding existing software: with regards to Findability, a number of guidelines/tools describe
how to publish software, and how to make it discoverable, but they lack explicit methods for
finding software by others. Related work from Hucka & Graham (2018) shows that researchers
tend to find software tools by using search engines, recommendations from colleagues,
searching the literature, or by browsing surveys compiled by experts. Hence, learning how to
search for relevant software is a skill that should be considered in the future (see RDA - Skills
and training curriculums to support FAIR research software IG). Building such skills will
potentially lead to greater reuse of software and collaboration on research software
sustainability.

Another challenge in the Findability of software is that it is not always clear what is shared in
public repositories. Software is often mislabeled as data or as a mixed type, particularly when
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depositing both software and data. This ultimately leads to misrepresentation of software (for
instance, as data) in databases and their search systems. In other words, search systems do not
accurately reflect the software results returned. This is another potential gap to be addressed
by registries, tools, and guidance, to enable authors to receive clarifying information on
whether to share software separately and/or how to describe mixed types deposits.

The previous point links to the identified infrastructure gaps: in an ideal scenario, a user could
use one publication platform to search for both code and metadata, and filter for required tasks,
i.e., research domain, license, and so on. Currently the software repositories landscape is
scattered with platforms offering varying functionality (e.g., deposits of research software as
source code, binaries, containers, and with different metadata schemas). While some
collaboration platforms allow source code search, other publication platforms limit search
functionality to just metadata. An open issue remains on performing meaningful searches for
not only code functionality but specific metadata information such as licensing, software
version, software type, related objects, documentation availability, domain standards,
programming language, etc.

New resources

As the dissemination of the FAIR4RS Principles continues, new resources for their adoption will
continue to become available. Some of those upcoming resources or projects related to
adopting the FAIR4RS Principles include.

1. Initiatives are underway under the auspices of the FAIR4RS Roadmap led by the
Research Software Alliance. The FAIR4RS Roadmap aims to identify key stakeholders in
areas arising from the application of the FAIR principles to research software, to guide
strategic planning and investment. A range of initiatives have now been formed to
progress particular elements of the Roadmap, and the following are likely to create
adoption guidelines to suit their audiences:

● Life Sciences Working Group to support the implementation of the FAIR4RS Principles in
the life sciences community, with ELIXIR providing a pilot use case.

● FAIR for Virtual Research Environments (VREs) Working Group will enable coordination
between existing communities working with VREs, science gateways, platforms and
virtual labs, to define what it means for VREs to be and enable FAIR, and provide
guidance to VRE developers in achieving this.

2. The FAIR4RS Working Group, via a different subgroup, also identified early adopters and
organizations to promote the quality of research software. The actions being taken are
diverse and include examples of training, infrastructure, policies and metrics. Details are
provided in the report on “Adoption Support” (Martinez-Ortiz et al., 2022).
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3. The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) builds on existing infrastructure and services
supported by the European Commission and aims to facilitate a multi-disciplinary
environment where researchers can publish, find and re-use data, tools and services,
enabling them to better conduct their work. The EOSC Infrastructures for Quality
Research Software Task Force, formed in 2021, will identify standard-based best
practices for development of quality research software. Standardization efforts on
metadata and identifiers for research software source code are within the scope of the
group. Their main objectives are to 1) foster rapid implementation of the actionable
recommendations of the EOSC scholarly infrastructures for research software (SIRS)
report (European Commission, 2020) and 2) foster the adoption of best practices that
may lead to producing better research software, contributing to economic and
organizational sustainability of research software development, and improving
reproducibility of research results. A complementary effort from the EOSC FAIR Metrics
and Data Quality Task Force will work to define indicators to measure the FAIRness of
digital objects, also to ensure that FAIR evaluation/assessment/assisting tools deliver
consistent results.

4. Work is also underway to define FAIR4RS metrics to facilitate assessment of the
‘FAIRness’ of research software. The “Fair Metrics for FAIR Software” project from the
Open Science Fund by the Dutch Research Council (NWO) will  evaluate suggested
FAIRness metrics for software while focusing on their incentivization potential. To foster
the cultural change towards open science, it is vital that such metrics incentivize
software-developing researchers of all disciplines to create ‘FAIRer’ software. The
project will develop recommendations for the use of FAIRness metrics and automated
assessment tooling to enable easier and transparent FAIRness assessment (Open Science
Fund Applications submitted in 2021).

5. The Australian Research Data Commons is creating a tool for research software outputs,
similar to the FAIR Data Self assessment Tool. This tool has been designed to be used by
a broad range of stakeholders to explore what steps can be taken to make research
software (more) FAIR. This resource lists the FAIR4RS Principles with additional
explanatory information, and a list of possible ways to address the FAIR4RS Principles.

Suggested next steps

After the completion of the FAIR4RS Working Group in mid-2022, further work will be needed to
widen the scope of resources available to ensure a wider adoption of the FAIR4RS Principles. We
believe the following steps should be taken by the community in order to address the identified
gaps:

Resource coverage extension: While the authors have undertaken significant effort to compile a
comprehensive list of resources, the scientific community is likely to develop new initiatives to
promote and ease the adoption of the FAIR4RS Principles. Hence, we have opened the collected
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resource list for additional contributions by the community (Martinez et al., 2022). Our
expectation is that new resource creators will register their resource with a summary as part of
the list in order to increase awareness in the community.

Finding existing software: Learning how to find software is a skill that should be learned by
researchers in order to minimize duplication of efforts. Efforts like the RDA - Skills and training
curriculums to support FAIR research software IG are needed to address this issue, while also
increasing software reuse in the process. There is also potential to improve Findability by
technological means. For example, research-focused search engines (like base-search.net using
Document Type: software) could index source code instead of just metadata. Registries (like
re3data.org) could include more platforms like swMATH.org and describe code repositories with
software-related metadata. Domain specific and institutional repositories could include a
specific category for software. We envision that repositories holding research software will
reinforce the FAIR4RS Principles adoption, and use software specific metadata schemas, licenses
and standards to cover more aspects of research software.

Infrastructure: The heterogeneity of platforms for finding, describing and versioning software
are tailored towards different users, use cases and domains. Additional work is needed towards
the adoption of common metadata standards, in order to ease cross-platform interoperability,
software search and evaluation. The work led by the Consortium of Scientific Registries and
Repositories (SciCodes) (Montail et al. 2020) is a first step in this direction, promoting FAIR and
metadata interoperability among registry developers, editors and maintainers.
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Supplementary materials

This survey is supplemented by a dataset which can be downloaded and cited:

Martinez, Paula Andrea, Struck, Alexander, Castro, Leyla Jael, Garijo, Daniel, Loewe, Axel,
Gesing, Sandra, Barker, Michelle, Chue Hong, Neil, Erdmann, Christopher, Martinez-Ortiz, Carlos,
& Sansone, Susanna-Assunta. (2022). A Survey on Adoption Guidelines for the FAIR4RS
Principles: Dataset (1.0) [Data set]. Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6375540

The dataset is a list of 30+ online resources that have been identified and curated by the
FAIR4RS Subgroup 5: Adoption Guidelines. The list is open for additions by the community via
comments directly to this link.
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